
Is interest due over the ASAP-funds? 
No, there is no interest due over the provided funds 
 
Does the ASAP-fund need to be repaid? 
No, will never be an obligation to pay back the funds. 

Does the ASAP-fund ever expire? 
An ASAP has no maturity date. An ASAP is designed to expire and terminate only when an ASAP holder has received shares upon
a future financing round, exit or dissolution of the company (if any proceeds are left). In theory, an ASAP could remain outstanding
for a long time without the need to “extend” any dates or time periods. Until such time, the ASAP provides the investor the right to
pro rate dividend. 
 
Is a next financing round obligatory?  
No, after receiving the funds and no future financing round will occur, no shares will be issued. But GEF will have the right to
receive a certain percentage of dividend pro rata to the share of the funds compared to the valuation cap.  
 
What happens if there is no next financing round? 
That is not a problem. Even if shares are not issued, Graduate Entrepreneur Pre-Seed has right to the pro rata dividend. In case of
an exit, shares are issues and sold in that exit. Also, the Graduate Entrepreneur is not a shareholder that emphasizes on control in
the company. Until conversion, formally there is not even voting right. And even after conversion, We are here to help
entrepreneurs as much as we can 
 
Does the start-up have to be Dutch-based?  
It is not obligatory, but it is very desirable to be Dutch-based since our purpose is to stimulate the innovation in the Rotterdam /
Delft and to guide and help student entrepreneurs to success. 
 
Is it possible to get follow-up investments at Graduate Entrepreneur?   
Yes! Graduate Entrepreneur also has a Seed Fund. The Seed Fund provides tickets from EUR 100k up to EUR 5 million. 
 
What happens if there are multiple Post Money Valuations in next financing rounds? 
This usually does not happen during the pre-Seed phase of a start-up. But should this happen, GEF will work with the highest Post
Money Valuation of the start-up, which benefits the start-up  
 
Does an ASAP convert at a round of equity financing?  
It could, but does not have to. There are cases where conversion is not preferable (yet). 
 
Does an ASAP holder have a choice about converting an ASAP in an Equity Financing?  
Yes, the ASAP holder has the right to convert, but in cases may choose not to. 
 
What happens with the ASAP if the company is acquired or merges with another company? 
This scenario is the same as an exit, stated in the ASAP. The shares will be issued just prior to selling those share to the other
company 

What if the company goes public (IPO)? 
If the company goes public and the investment has not been converted yet, the shares will be issued just before the IPO. The
number of shares issued depends on to the pre-arranged valuation cap.  
 

ASAP FAQ

This document provides answers to frequently asked questions considering the Agreement of Subscriptions against Advanced Payment
(ASAP) of Graduate Entrepreneur Fund. By entering into the ASAP, the investor has a right to receive shares in the capital of the

company in the future, against a non-refundable advance payment. Moments that the company issues the shares to the investor is
immediately prior to future financing round or exit. The ASAP also entitles the investor to the right to receive a share of realized profits
pro rata his investment. The ASAP enables a time and cost efficient standardized investment process for investor and company, whilst

ensuring that the advanced payment for the company qualifies as equity rather than debt. 


